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A game of golf on a sunny day seems exciting to many of us. Playing golf also give us the
opportunity to be with our loved ones. However it is not always possible outdoors to hit outdoor to
play a game of golf. It is not possible to play 18 holes when you are at home or are working at your
office.

However there is solution right away in the form of golf simulator. It is basically a computerized
game that is designed on a real game of golf which you can play from the environs of your office.
Golf simulator can also help you to improve your skill set and will also give you the experience of
playing the sport. The golf simulators comes with radar and sensors that help you to play the game
with proper shot and swing.

The golf simulators are top of the line machines and these are not designed as the arcade games
with the trackball. These machines help you to determine the swing and also helps you to play like
the real game.

This golf simulator sometime comes with huge screens and also with 3D graphics. They are as
good as the real game. They can be played with any pocketbook and costs approximately about
$50,000.

The golf simulator are extremely popular among lovers of the game .This is almost like virtual golf
which you can play from the comforts of your own home without thinking about the weather outside.
The best part is one can play in the best golf courses across the world  in this game.

Golf simulator work with computers and a software. The course along with the distance can all be
seen in the screen. Just after you swing the sensor will determine where your ball has actually
landed up. Golf simulator also helps you to practice and hone your skills in golf.

Racing simulator is great for taking part in any competition. The racing simulators can give you a
real experience or it can even give you an experience of the real racing leagues. The games vary
from hardcore simulations to about simple arcade games.

These simulators can be also used to gauge a driverâ€™s mental make up and can also be a corrective
tool to determine the driverâ€™s behavior. These can also help in designing new cars and also help to
make advanced driver assistance systems. The racing simulators comes with a steering wheel
which can be used to play the game.
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